The Entente Offensive, Autumn, 1916
"If the War, which for more than ten years has been hanging over our heads like the sword of Damocles—if this War ever comes, its duration- and end cannot be foretold. The greatest Powers of Europe will oppose one another, armed as they have never been before. Not one of them could be so completely overthrown in one or two campaigns that it would be compelled to admit defeat and declare its readiness to accept the hard conditions that peace would mean, without rising again to renew the struggle within a year. It might be a Seven, it might be a Thirty Years' War.
The longer the war lasted, the more acutely we felt the overwhelming superiority of the enemy in numbers and war material.
On our side the first two years had exacted a heavy toll the flower of our fighting strength lay under the sod.   But the Army was still strong and resolute and had been able to preserve, or liberate, not only the frontiers of the Fatherland, but also those of its Allies in the European theatre.
Only on the Eastern Front had we now suffered a reverse, and that because the fighting power of the Austro-Hungarian Army was still on the decline.
We had succeeded in calling a halt to our retreat there. We were to retain our power to do so, but it demanded further German help. Austria-Hungary continued to be a drain on German blood and German war industries. Her most pressing needs were coal and railway material.
The same was true of Bulgaria and Turkey, although the demand for troops was not so great; but their concern was for money, military equipment and transport material. Germans had to help everywhere. We did so, in many cases without the necessary return.
The burden on us was certainly directly relieved by our Allies. Without them the War would have been unthinkable ; they did their share valiantly but considered they had a natural right to approach us with a constant succession of demands, although their efforts in no way equalled ours. The .longer the war lasted the more detrimental must these constant allied claims on Germany become to the Quadruple Alliance as a
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